The spasticity paradox: movement disorder or disorder of resting limbs?
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Background: Spasticity is defined/assessed in resting limbs, where increased stretch reflex activity and mechanical joint resistance are evident. Treatment with antispastic agents assumes that these features contribute to the movement disorder, although it is unclear whether they persist during voluntary contraction.

Objectives: To compare reflex amplitude and joint resistance in spastic and normal limbs over an equivalent range of background contraction.

Methods: Thirteen normal and eight hemiparetic subjects with mild/moderate spasticity and without significant contracture were studied. Reflex and passive joint resistance were compared at rest and during small increments of biceps voluntary contraction, up to 15% of normal maximum. A novel approach was used to match contraction levels between groups.

Results: Reflex amplitude and joint mechanical resistance were linearly related to contraction in both groups. The slopes of these relations were not above normal in the spastic subjects on linear regression. Thus, reflex amplitude and joint resistance were not different between groups over a comparable range of contraction levels. Spastic subjects exhibited a smaller range of reflex modulation than normals because of decreased maximal contraction levels (weakness) and significant increases of resting contraction levels.

Conclusions: Spasticity was most evident at rest because subjects could not reduce background contraction to normal. When background contractions were matched to normal levels, no evidence of exaggerated reflex activity or mechanical resistance was found. Instead, reduced capacity to modulate reflex activity dynamically over the normal range may contribute to the movement disorder. This finding does not support the routine use of antispastic agents to treat the movement disorder.

The paradox in relation to spasticity is that it has been clinically defined and primarily studied in resting limbs, yet its clinical management is directed mainly at the associated movement disorder. Current directions in the treatment of spasticity include the use of antispastic agents such as botulinum toxin and baclofen to reduce overactive movement disorder. The rationale for this approach is that such as botulinum toxin and baclofen to reduce overactive treatment of spasticity include the use of antispastic agents associated movement disorder. Current directions in the reflex magnitude and joint resistance are significantly distinguished from normal limbs at rest, in which slow stretches generally fail to elicit signs of increased tone or significant levels of TSR activity.

Although it is more relevant to treatment, relatively little is known of spasticity in contracting muscle. Even a small voluntary background contraction leads to prominent TSR activity and increased passive resistance in normal limbs, and there is then no clear demonstration that reflex magnitude and joint resistance are significantly higher in spastic limbs. Hence, it is unclear how, or if, spasticity contributes to the movement disorder in the affected limbs. It is possible, without clear evidence to the contrary, that the defining features of spasticity are a phenomenon confined to resting limbs. A more detailed knowledge of the properties of spastic muscle during active contraction is needed to guide future directions in treatment.

This paper reports a systematic study of the effect of muscle contraction on spasticity and outlines the implications for treatment. More specifically, we tested the possibility that a small rise in resting contraction levels could contribute to the observed increase in TSR activity and passive resistance in spastic muscles. In normal subjects, reflex amplitude and joint stiffness are linearly related to contraction level, at least for contractions below 50% of maximum. Therefore, it was important to assess the effect of background contraction on reflex amplitude and joint resistance in normal and spastic limbs over a comparable range of contraction levels.

Conclusions: Spasticity was most evident at rest because subjects could not reduce background contraction to normal. When background contractions were matched to normal levels, no evidence of exaggerated reflex activity or mechanical resistance was found. Instead, reduced capacity to modulate reflex activity dynamically over the normal range may contribute to the movement disorder. This finding does not support the routine use of antispastic agents to treat the movement disorder.

Abbreviations: EMG, electromyogram; TSR, tonic stretch reflex; MVC, maximum voluntary contraction
biceps muscle contraction to a maximum of 15% of MVC. These data permitted regression analysis of the relation between reflex amplitude and contraction level, and also between mechanical joint resistance and contraction level over this range in individual subjects. The derived slopes of these relations provide the first comparison of reflex amplitude and resistive torque in spastic and normal limbs over a similar range of contraction levels. Extrapolation of the regression lines back to zero contraction level gave estimates of reflex amplitude and mechanical joint resistance at a theoretical zero contraction level. Changes in passive tissue properties secondary to muscle shortening were excluded from consideration because the study was based on limbs that were free of significant contracture.

Previous studies have used a wide range of perturbations in terms of amplitude and frequency content, and this must have contributed to the conflicting results obtained. Reflex amplitude and joint stiffness show non-linear power relations with both stretch amplitude and frequency. Recent studies have used peak to peak stretch amplitudes below 5° and frequencies above 30 Hz. Such stretches therefore reflect the highly non-linear properties of the stretch reflex, leading to reflex amplitude and joint stiffness estimates that are larger by an order of magnitude than those encountered in the clinical testing of joint resistance. In our current study, the stretch parameters were selected to reflect as much as possible the range used in clinical testing, so that the results would have relevance to spasticity as clinically defined.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Subjects

Thirteen normal subjects (mean age, 45.8; SD, 9.3 years) and eight spastic hemiparetic subjects (mean age, 57.6; SD, 7.9 years) participated in our study. Table 1 summarises their demographic information. The inclusion criteria for normal subjects were that they fell within the approved age range (20–70 years) and were free of neurological and musculoskeletal abnormalities. Inclusion criteria for spastic hemiparetic subjects were that they were greater than one month post-stroke, possessed clinical signs of spasticity, accompanied by a minimum Ashworth score of 1, had sufficient strength and range of motion at the elbow joint to perform the experimental task, and could follow the test instructions. Subjects with major sensory impairment, antispastic or medication, could not voluntarily track the irregular perturbation profile on request. In addition, the results to be reported here showed that reflex EMG response to be consistently phase advanced with respect to the perturbation, confirming that voluntary muscle activity did not contribute significantly to the measures of reflex amplitude derived from the correlation analysis.

Recordings

Joint position was measured by a precision potentiometer (AXEM MC19S) attached to the lower end of the motor shaft. Resistive torque was measured by monitoring the amount of current supplied to the motor, because torque output is directly proportional to the current supplied. Before the experiment, the torque motor signal was calibrated by suspending a range of known weights from the manipulandum, so that the results would have relevance to clinical testing, so that the results would have relevance to spasticity as clinically defined.

Table 1 Demographic information

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subjects</th>
<th>Age (years)</th>
<th>Sex</th>
<th>Location of CVA</th>
<th>Length of treatment (months)</th>
<th>Time after stroke (months)</th>
<th>Handedness (L/R)</th>
<th>Arm tested (L/R)</th>
<th>Ashworth scale (0–4)</th>
<th>Contracture</th>
<th>Antispastic medication</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Stroke</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>46F</td>
<td>(L) MCA</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>Absent</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>15</td>
<td>48F</td>
<td>(R) MCA</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Absent</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>16</td>
<td>57M</td>
<td>(L) MCA</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Present</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>17</td>
<td>58M</td>
<td>(L) MCA</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Absent</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>18</td>
<td>58M</td>
<td>(L) MCA</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Absent</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>19</td>
<td>59F</td>
<td>(L) MCA</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Absent</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>20</td>
<td>70M</td>
<td>(R) MCA</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>Absent</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>21</td>
<td>65M</td>
<td>(L) MCA</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>Absent</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Normal</td>
<td>1–13</td>
<td>21–58</td>
<td>6F, 7M</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>1L</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Physiotherapy or occupational therapy.
CVA, cerebrovascular accident; L, left; MAS, Motor Assessment Scale; MCA, middle cerebral artery; R, right.
Subsequent trials, subjects were instructed to maintain a then recorded while the muscles were again at rest. In two consecutive 60 second perturbations of the limb were attempted to eliminate EMG using visual feedback.) Defined here by the absence of a voluntary contraction. No retard the limb perturbations. Two minutes of resting EMG was recorded before the perturbations. (A resting muscle was about the elbow joint by the torque-servo motor. Concurrent peak to peak sinusoidal variation in torque at 0.3 Hz, applied the stroke group, a second calibration method was preferred. Able in normal and stroke subjects, as a result of weakness in digit pass filtered triceps EMG recorded during perturbation of the elbow by a broadband stimulus (0–3 Hz) in a normal subject during a 2.5% maximum voluntary contraction of biceps. Flexion is represented by an upward deflection of the position trace.

Figure 1 shows samples of (A) joint angle, (B) resistive torque, (C) high pass filtered and rectified biceps electromyogram (EMG), and (D) rectified and filtered triceps EMG recorded during perturbation of the elbow by a broadband stimulus in a normal subject during a 2.5% maximum voluntary contraction of biceps. Flexion is represented by an upward deflection of the position trace.

and was found to have a linear relation to torque over the testing range. Surface EMG was measured by bipolar silver–silver chloride electrodes, placed 2 cm apart over the central belly of the biceps brachii and the lateral head of the triceps muscles. Elbow joint angle, resistive torque (anologue filtered, 0.1–400 Hz band pass) and flexor and extensor surface EMG (anologue filtered, 5–400 Hz band pass) were recorded and digitised at 1000 Hz (Amlab2, Sydney, Australia).

EMG calibration
A series of MVCs of elbow flexor and extensor muscles was recorded before testing and mean MVCs were calculated digitally by software. Because MVC levels were not comparable in normal and stroke subjects, as a result of weakness in the stroke group, a second calibration method was preferred. Subjects were required to oppose several cycles of a 2 Nm peak to peak sinusoidal variation in torque at 0.3 Hz, applied about the elbow joint by the torque-servo motor. Concurrent measures of rectified flexor and extensor EMG activity were correlated against the torque signal. The gain of the EMG/torque relation was thus determined and used subsequently to convert the EMG signals from each subject into equivalent torque units. This was later used to normalise the flexor and extensor EMG data between subjects. The low torque level ensured that levels of co-contraction were also low relative to a normal MVC and in the same order of magnitude as those used during subsequent experimental trials.

Procedure
Subjects were positioned in the manipulandum, as described above, and instructed to relax their limb and not to assist or retard the limb perturbations. Two minutes of resting EMG was recorded before the perturbations. (A resting muscle was defined here by the absence of a voluntary contraction. No attempt was made to eliminate EMG using visual feedback.) Two consecutive 60 second perturbations of the limb were then recorded while the muscles were again at rest. In subsequent trials, subjects were instructed to maintain a constant target level of background contraction of the elbow flexor muscles against the resistance of the manipulandum throughout each perturbation of 60 seconds. A digital display of the root mean square and integrated biceps brachii muscle activity was provided to the subjects, and they were required to match this display to the target contraction level. Target contractions were set at approximately 2.5%, 5%, 7.5%, 10%, 12.5%, and 15% of MVC in normal subjects. Because of weakness in the stroke subjects, this meant that the target contraction levels frequently exceeded 15% of their MVC. In addition, because of persisting background EMG activity while attempting to rest, spastic subjects were frequently unable to achieve the lowest of these targets, resulting in fewer trials from these subjects. However, the accuracy of matching target contraction levels was not crucial to the results, and the true mean rectified EMG level for each perturbation was determined, in μV and equivalent torque units, by software during data analysis.

One minute of rest was allowed after four trials or as requested by the subject. On average, eight trials were performed.

Data analysis
The raw EMG signals were processed to produce a smoothed envelope of the raw signal, proportional to the level of muscle contraction (high pass filtered at 60 Hz, detrended, full wave rectified, and then low pass filtered at 3 Hz, using fourth order Butterworth filters). The torque and position data were passed through the same low pass filter before all signals were resampled at a 10th of the original sampling rate. Mean flexor and extensor EMG levels were digitally calculated at each contraction level.

Figure 1 shows samples of raw data. Cross correlation analysis32 was performed to analyse the relations between the stretch stimulus and the flexor EMG, extensor EMG, and torque signals. The analysis provided measures of coherence square, gain, and phase between the signals. The output of the analysis for the stretch perturbation and torque signals is shown in fig 2A–C, with the power spectrum of the perturbation signal shown in fig 2D. The estimates are plotted as a function of stretch frequency. The coherence between the signals at each frequency was defined as the proportion of signal variance accounted for by the linear relation to the stretch stimulus (fig 2A). Gain was the ratio of the amplitude of the response to the amplitude of the stretch signal at each frequency (fig 2B). Phase estimates in degrees the advance or lag of the response with respect to the stretch for each frequency (fig 2C). Individual gain and phase estimates at any frequency with a coherence of less than 0.2 were eliminated from the analysis because of their low reliability as assessed from their 95% confidence intervals.

The viscoelastic resistance of the elbow joint was measured in two ways: first, via the torque angle gain (the ratio of the resistive torque and stretch signals) and, secondly, via the resonant frequency. The viscoelastic resistance estimates were also normalised for limb volume, estimated from volume measurements of each limb. All torque data presented in the results were normalised in this manner.

Joint resistance was also estimated by calculation of resonant frequency. At the resonant frequency, the resistive torque is a minimum because of the cancellation of elastic and inertial torques. Thus, the resonant frequency was determined as the frequency corresponding to a torque angle phase difference of 90°.33 The resonant frequency increases with elastic tissue resistance and has thus been used as a measure of stiffness.34 It has the advantage of being a simple method to isolate the elastic stiffness component from frictional and inertial components of limb and measuring equipment.
Statistical analysis

Descriptive and statistical analyses of the results were carried out using linear regression and ANOVA.

RESULTS

All EMG measurements were normalised using the torque-based calibration procedure described in the methods. This showed that the normal and stroke groups generated similar levels of biceps and triceps muscle activity in μV/Nm of torque (table 2). Thus, there was no significant change in the EMG–torque relation in the stroke group. The MVCs of the biceps and triceps muscles were converted to torque units using the individual biceps and triceps EMG/torque gains. It was estimated using this method that the stroke group could produce approximately 20% of the normal maximal flexor and extensor torques. This was consistent with estimates of weakness derived from the MVCs for biceps and triceps measured in μV units. Stroke subjects produced on average only 25% of the normal MVC in biceps and triceps (table 2).

Because the EMG/torque conversion factor varied little between individuals, the statistical results were the same for both μV and torque units. Thus, the EMG data in the following sections are presented for simplicity in μV rather than torque units.

To determine the sensitivity of the experimental methods and analysis, the effect of the smallest voluntary contraction (2.5% MVC) on reflex gain and joint resistance was investigated in normal subjects. Normal group mean biceps gain increased from 0.05 μV/deg (SD, 0.04) at rest to 0.28 μV/deg (SD, 0.23) at 2.5% MVC (p < 0.001; one way ANOVA) and resistive torque increased from 0.06 Nm/deg (SD, 0.02) at rest to 0.09 Nm/deg (SD, 0.06) at 2.5% MVC (p < 0.05; one way ANOVA). Hence, both reflex gain and joint resistance were significantly increased above resting values by a contraction as small as 2.5% MVC. This shows that the 2.5% MVC increments between target contractions were sufficient to produce significant effects on both the stretch reflex and joint mechanics.

Reflex amplitude

Flexor and extensor TSR gain showed a non-linear increase with perturbation frequencies across the range 0–3 Hz. This gain–frequency relation (fig 3A) was fitted using least squares by a first order polynomial and the coefficients and intercepts then plotted against contraction level in each subject. The two coefficients and the intercept were linearly related to contraction level in normal and spastic muscles (p < 0.0001; linear regression). The slopes were not significantly different in normal and spastic muscles.

A simpler analysis of reflex amplitude was to average the TSR gain over all frequencies and to plot the mean gains against the mean biceps background activity. The analyses of these data produced the same conclusions as the method described above. Because the units (μV/deg) are more intuitive and easily related to past studies, they will be used below. Regression analysis confirmed the linearity of the relation between biceps TSR gain and contraction level in individual subjects. Individual r² values averaged 0.89 for the normal group and 0.81 for the stroke group. The slopes of individual regression lines were variable within normal and stroke groups. When compared by one way ANOVA, the normal and stroke groups were found to have similar slopes (p = 0.86) and similar Y intercepts (p = 0.24) (representing zero contraction level).

The group data relating biceps reflex gain and contraction level were obtained for the spastic and normal groups by pooling their individual regression statistics. Figure 4 illustrates the main findings. When plotted on the same axes...
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spastic group in proportion to their reduced range of biceps reflex gain modulation was reduced in the normal subjects. The figure illustrates that the available range of joint stiffness modulation was reduced in the spastic group because of an increase of background level. However, it was clear that the lower limit was raised in the spastic group because of their lower MVC secondary to weakness. In the normals, the lower limit of gain modulation was not significantly different to zero and the upper limit was taken to be 50% of the group mean MVC. This estimate is consistent with the extensor EMG phase angle being significant (p < 0.001; one way ANOVA).

A similar pattern was seen in the phase of the triceps. Again, there was no significant difference between groups. Stroke subjects demonstrated a phase lead at rest, similar to the extensor phase in normal subjects during small voluntary contractions. This difference between groups in flexor and extensor EMG phase angle was significant (p < 0.001; one way ANOVA).

Mechanical resistance

The torque angle gain of the elbow joint depended on the frequency of the perturbation. At low frequencies, the torque angle gain was at a minimum and the torque was approximately in phase with position. Torque angle gain increased with frequency and the torque angle phase shifted toward 180° (fig 2B, C). These effects of frequency are predicted by the dominant contribution of tissue elasticity to resistive torque at low frequencies, and an increasing inertial contribution at higher frequencies according to the relation \( I \alpha f^2 \) (where I is inertial resistance and f is the perturbation frequency). An increase in tissue resistance would be reflected by an increased torque angle gain in the low frequency range and a shift in the inertial phase transition towards higher frequencies. Therefore, torque angle gain was averaged across the frequency range 0.1–0.3 Hz (where gain was relatively independent of frequency and the inertial contribution was approximately zero) to estimate elastic resistance.

The linearity of the relation between elastic resistance and biceps contraction level was also confirmed by regression analysis in individual subjects. The mean slope of the individual regression lines was lower in the stroke group than in normals (indicating reduced elastic resistance), but the difference was not significant (p = 0.58; one way ANOVA). Similar positive Y intercepts were obtained in both groups, indicating similar joint resistance at zero contraction level (p = 0.94; one way ANOVA).

This conclusion was further supported by the findings for resonant frequency, calculated under resting and contracting conditions. When plotted against contraction level for each subject, the resonant frequency also showed a linear increase with increasing contraction level, reflecting an increase in active tissue resistance. Individual regression analysis was used to compare the relation between resonant frequency and contraction level in the two groups. The slopes of the regression lines were not significantly different (p = 0.69; one way ANOVA). Similar positive Y intercepts were obtained in both groups, indicating similar joint resistance at zero contraction level (p = 0.97; one way ANOVA).

The mean data relating resonant frequency and biceps contraction level were obtained for the spastic and normal groups by pooling their individual data. When plotted on the same axes (fig 4B), their similar regression slopes showed that the resonant frequency was similar in both groups for any equivalent contraction level. However, it was clear that the available range of joint stiffness modulation was reduced in the spastic group. Hence, joint stiffness would be significantly different only below or above the reduced range

During active contraction, the TSR phase was advanced with respect to muscle stretch. That is, the peak reflex EMG burst preceded the peak of muscle stretch (fig 3). When averaged over all frequencies, the mean phase advance was approximately 100° in both groups and did not change significantly with the level of biceps contraction.

The most impressive difference between the groups was in the resting data. In the resting normals, the reflex phase was retarded by approximately 100° relative to muscle stretch. However, in the resting stroke subjects, the reflex phase more closely resembled that seen in normals during contraction. They did not show the abrupt change from phase lag to phase lead seen in the normals with the onset of contraction (p < 0.001; one way ANOVA).

Figure 3 (A) Tonic stretch reflex (TSR) gain plotted against the frequency of the perturbation in a typical normal subject during a small 2.5% maximum voluntary contraction background contraction. (B) Phase difference of the TSR with respect to joint angle (stretch). A typical result is shown, increasing phase advance of the reflex with increase in frequency.

During the perturbation trials, the level of triceps muscle contraction was always less than 25% of the active biceps level, but still tended to increase with the biceps contraction level in the normal and stroke groups. As with biceps, regression analysis indicated a highly linear relation between TSR gain in triceps and the triceps contraction level. A one way ANOVA of individual subjects' slopes and intercepts again showed no significant difference in slope (p = 0.85) or Y intercept (p = 0.22) between the groups. That is, triceps reflex gain was similar in both groups over the range of contractions studied.

Reflex timing

During active contraction, the TSR phase was advanced with respect to muscle stretch. That is, the peak reflex EMG burst
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and the resting biceps (p < 0.0001; linear regression). Hence, in stroke subjects, a small MVC and weakness were related to raised resting contraction levels and reflex gain in the same muscle.

**Resting pre-perturbation data**

Given the clear association between traditional measures of spasticity and raised background contraction levels during the perturbation, the mean resting levels of background contraction were analysed in the biceps and triceps muscles over the two minutes before the perturbation. In both muscles, the mean contraction level was higher in stroke subjects than in normal subjects, the difference being significant in biceps but not triceps (table 2).

Raised background contraction levels in resting stroke subjects during the perturbation were significantly related to the raised resting contraction levels in the same muscles before the perturbation and inversely related to the MVC in biceps (p < 0.05; linear regression). Hence, in stroke subjects, a small MVC and weakness were related to raised resting contraction levels and reflex gain in the same muscle.

**DISCUSSION**

The major difference found between the normal and spastic group, other than significant weakness in the last group, was a modest rise in the background levels of contraction when spastic limbs were at rest. As a consequence of this raised background contraction, when perturbations with amplitudes and frequencies comparable to those used clinically were imposed on the resting limb, the stretch reflex and the passive joint resistance were increased in the spastic subjects. However, the magnitudes of these increases were entirely in agreement with those predicted by regression analysis from the modest rise in background contraction. When the background contraction level was comparable, both reflex gain and joint mechanical resistance were also comparable between the two groups, so that there was no evidence of an increase in the intrinsic stretch reflex loop gain or passive joint resistance in the spastic group.

The results confirm earlier studies that found an approximately linear relation between reflex amplitude and low levels of voluntary contraction in normal subjects. Furthermore, they show that this relation holds also in stroke. The finding that the slopes of the regression lines relating reflex gain and joint resistance to contraction level were not significantly different in the normal and stroke groups over the tested range means that both reflex amplitude and joint resistance fell within the normal range for any contraction level achieved by spastic subjects. This provides strong evidence that the intrinsic loop gain of the stretch reflex is not increased in spastic subjects.

The findings of our study underline the need to control for differences in contraction levels when comparing reflexes in different groups. There have been no attempts previously to quantify “resting” EMG levels or to assess the impact of incomplete relaxation on reflex gain or passive tissue resistance estimates in stroke subjects, although persisting activity in resting spastic muscles has been reported. The group mean biceps background contraction during perturbations applied when spastic subjects attempted to relax was equivalent to 3.1% of the normal MVC (in the normal subjects it was 0.6%). Therefore, the spastic subjects exceeded the level required to increase reflex gain and joint resistance significantly in normals, where a voluntary background contraction of 2.5% of MVC produced significant increases in biceps reflex gain and joint resistance. The resting biceps reflex gain in spastic subjects was approximately five times higher than normal resting values. This increase was sufficient to influence joint mechanics, because resting reflex gain significantly correlated with resting joint resistance levels in the spastic limbs, but not the normal limbs. It can be

**Resting perturbation data**

To verify that the members of the experimental group were in fact spastic, as defined clinically, the data from the resting condition were compared in spastic and normal groups. This confirmed the findings of many past studies. The mean resting biceps TSR gain and background EMG levels were significantly increased, both approximately fivefold, in the stroke group during the perturbation (p < 0.0001; one way ANOVAs). The resting mechanical joint resistance (torque angle gain) was also significantly increased, approximately twofold (p < 0.0001; one way ANOVA). Furthermore, a significant positive relation was found between the resting torque angle gain and the resting biceps (p < 0.0001; linear regression) and triceps (p < 0.001; linear regression) EMG levels. Therefore, it can be concluded that the raised background contraction levels in the stroke group were related to both increased reflex gain and joint resistance.

![Figure 4](http://jnnp.bmj.com/)

**Figure 4** Linear regression lines from the pooled data relating (A) biceps tonic stretch reflex (TSR) gain and (B) joint stiffness (resonant frequency) to mean biceps contraction level in normal (open circle) and spastic (closed square) limbs. In both graphs, the slopes and zero intercepts are not significantly different, but the resting values are significantly different (see text). The figure illustrates that group differences in TSR gain or passive stiffness may be expected only above or below the reduced available range of background muscle contraction in stroke.

The findings of our study underline the need to control for differences in contraction levels when comparing reflexes in different groups. There have been no attempts previously to quantify “resting” EMG levels or to assess the impact of incomplete relaxation on reflex gain or passive tissue resistance estimates in stroke subjects, although persisting activity in resting spastic muscles has been reported. The group mean biceps background contraction during perturbations applied when spastic subjects attempted to relax was equivalent to 3.1% of the normal MVC (in the normal subjects it was 0.6%). Therefore, the spastic subjects exceeded the level required to increase reflex gain and joint resistance significantly in normals, where a voluntary background contraction of 2.5% of MVC produced significant increases in biceps reflex gain and joint resistance. The resting biceps reflex gain in spastic subjects was approximately five times higher than normal resting values. This increase was sufficient to influence joint mechanics, because resting reflex gain significantly correlated with resting joint resistance levels in the spastic limbs, but not the normal limbs. It can be
Spasticity and muscle contraction concluded that the rise in resting background muscle activity is a primary factor in the greater prominence of spastic signs (viz, increased reflex gain and passive joint resistance) in resting rather than in contracting muscle, as seen here and in earlier studies.

Linear regression analysis showed that the maximal achievable reflex gain in spastic subjects was decreased proportionately to the degree of weakness. Their mean MVC was approximately 25% of the normal value in our study. Thus, if reflex gain is compared with normal muscles at high contraction levels that exceed the limited range of gain modulation in stroke, a relative decrease in gain may be observed. Similarly, because joint resistance tended to increase in a linear manner with contraction level, there will be a reduction in the available range of joint stiffness modulation, with significant functional implications.

Also evident from our study, is the importance of the method used to calibrate the EMG when comparing normal and stroke subjects. Differences in calibration methods must have contributed to the conflicting findings on spasticity in previous studies. Calibration against MVC would have greatly altered the interpretation of the data reported in our present study. Such a method is of course invalidated by significant weakness in the stroke group. In view of the finding that the relation between torque production and EMG voltage was not significantly altered by weakness, EMG voltage was an appropriate unit for comparison.

Under the experimental conditions, there was no evidence that co-contraction of antagonist muscles or increased reflex activity in antagonist muscles contributed to spasticity. The ratio of mean flexor to extensor activity was similar in stroke and normal subjects at all levels of flexor contraction. Regression analysis in both flexor and extensor muscles of normal and stroke subjects showed that reflex gain was linearly related to contraction level, and that the slopes of these regressions were not significantly different in flexor and extensor muscles. The TSR phase analysis also gave no indication of an abnormal reciprocal relation between antagonist muscles. A shift in their relative phase would have provided evidence of abnormal reciprocal mechanisms, but both muscles maintained a normal phase advance of approximately 100° when contracted. Therefore, our findings suggest that co-contraction does not occur as a result of descending supraspinal influences, we found no evidence of increased muscle activity as reflected by increased reflex modulation may accompany spasticity. We have found that co-contraction of antagonist muscles previously reported in spasticity may be explicable in terms of a normal velocity dependence of the TSR in the presence of a raised resting contraction level.

The rationale for the use of antispastic agents in treatment is that upper or lower limb performance is compromised by excessive spastic muscle activity of involuntary or reflex origin, and that performance may be improved by reducing this activity. Implicit in this approach is the view that the exaggerated reflex activity apparent at rest will translate into exaggerated reflex activity during voluntary movements. Some previous studies have failed to demonstrate such increased activity under active conditions, and our present study supports and extends these findings. With accurate matching of background contraction between subjects, so as to assess the peripheral manifestations of spasticity independently of descending supraspinal influences, we found no evidence of increased muscle activity as reflected by increased mechanical resistance or increased stretch reflex loop gain. Therefore, the rationale for the routine use of antispastic agents was not supported.

It is clear that dynamic modulation of muscle reflexes occurs during movement tasks and that deficits in dynamic reflex modulation may accompany spasticity. We have shown that the range of reflex gain modulation is reduced in spasticity as a result of raised resting contraction levels and weakness. Hence, task performance in the spastic movement disorder is more likely to be limited by disturbed central modulation of reflex activity than by a persisting increase in reflex activity (fig 4A, B).

An important qualification of the results is that the subjects selected for our study did not have significant degrees of contracture, so that the results do not exclude the possible contribution of muscle shortening and reduced range of movement to disability in some patients.
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